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'Motherhood is taboo in the art world  it's as if
we've sold out': female artists on the impact of
having kids
How can you attend your own show’s launch party if it clashes
with children’s bathtime? Our writer spoke to 50 female artists
about the impact of motherhood on their art

Hettie Judah
Wed 2 Dec 2020 13.27 GMT

‘L ast night,” says Laima Leyton, “I went to bed with a sticky thought. I
was wondering why many of the women artists I love were not
mothers: Laurie Anderson, Pauline Oliveros, Marina Abramović. I felt
sad, as if they had more time for their work because they didn’t have to

care for others. As if their solid, amazing work was their babies.”
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Earlier this year, I interviewed 50 female artists – Leyton among them – about the
impact of motherhood on their work. A similar “sticky thought” has nagged all of
them, at one stage or another. Juggling motherhood and any career can be a
struggle, but there seems to be something about the role of artist that makes the
combination more than usually problematic.

More time for her work? Laurie Anderson. Photograph: Luca Bruno/AP

There are the old cliches, of course. Writer Cyril Connolly’s condemnation of petty
domesticity – “There is no more sombre enemy of good art than the pram in the
hall” – and Tracey Emin’s oft-quoted line: “There are good artists that have children.
Of course there are. They are called men.”

Many artists had received stern warnings about motherhood. “I’ve never known of a
woman whose career carries on once they have children,” painter Ishbel Myerscough
was informed by an art dealer’s wife. The choice is often presented as binary: art or
children.

For five years, the Freelands Foundation has gathered data on the representation of
women in the British art world. Tracking figures ranging from the numbers of A-level
art students (75% of whom are girls) to the proportion of high-grossing sales at
auction by female artists (3%), its latest report, Representation of Female Artists in
Britain, lays out a stark parting of fortunes.

https://www.theguardian.com/global/2018/jun/09/hadley-freeman-women-motherhood-or-art
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2020/nov/09/tracey-emin-cancer-love-exhibitions-pyjamas-birdsong
https://freelandsfoundation.co.uk/annual-report-representation-of-female-artists-in-britain


According to the report’s data, gathered by the artist and academic Kate McMillan, in
career terms, the sharpest divergence between women artists and their male
contemporaries occurs after graduation and before gaining commercial recognition.
Lest you dare entertain such a thought, that’s not because young male artists make
better work. The long-running showcase for recent graduates New Contemporaries
is selected “blind”. Figures for the last decade show a roughly even gender balance
(if anything New Contemporaries has been fractionally tilted toward female artists:
51%). Yet only 35% of the living artists selected for representation by commercial
galleries in Britain are female.

‘There are great artists who were also mothers’ ... part of the Italian painter Artemisia Gentileschi’s Self-
Portrait as Saint Catherine of Alexandria. Photograph: Guy Bell/REX/Shutterstock

Something seems to start derailing female artists’ careers in their 30s. There are
many factors at play, but when I discussed the data with McMillan last year, we felt it
was worth exploring a variable that wasn’t factored into the Freelands Foundation
reports or similar studies around the world – motherhood. My resulting essay – Full,
Messy and Beautiful – was published alongside this year’s report.

Female artists from across the UK responded to my open call to be interviewed
about the impact of motherhood on their work. Their experiences ranged from late
pregnancy to grandmatriarchy, and they worked in fields as diverse as illustration,
sound and performance art. Many wrote or spoke to me at length: outpourings of
brutal, painful honesty. Motherhood was not a subject most artists had been invited



to talk about before. Many felt they needed to keep the two sides of their identity
separate, as though they were somehow operating beneath the radar: secret
mothers, infiltrating the house of art.

“My experience,” Anna Perach told me, “is that motherhood is considered a bit
taboo in the art world. It is accepted as if the artist ‘sold out’ or joined the
bourgeoisie. It’s often met by others in the art community with a mix of underlying
feelings of rejection, jealousy, or both.”

The art world is not well structured to accommodate care for young children. Early
evening private views, during which artists network and much business gets done,
clash precisely with “the holy trinity of supper, bath, bedtime in houses with small
kids”, explained WK Lyhne.



Creative combination ... Barbara Hepworth with her sculpture Mother and Child. Photograph: Fox
Photos/Getty Images

Residencies are tough if not impossible for those looking after young children.
Childcare can’t be listed as a work expense in applications for Arts Council grants.
Very few studio complexes have creche facilities. Some galleries help artists with
childcare when installing an exhibition, but they are in the minority. In general, it is
the artist mother who is expected to be flexible and accommodating, not the
institution.

Art doesn’t come with a fixed wage or an established career trajectory: the making of
it doesn’t have an easily quantifiable value. How to justify spending money on
childcare? “Paying for time needed to do speculative work, work that might not sell,
or not be sold for months or years, is hard to justify,” said Catherine Kurtz.

Things are starting to change. There’s now a Mother Art prize, and there have been
recent exhibitions on birth and pregnancy (of course, not all artist mothers make art
about motherhood). Specific galleries were praised for being thoughtful and
accommodating.

In an industry that deals overwhelmingly in intangible qualities
– buzz, aura, image – there is quite simply a problem of perception. “Women artists
are marginalised generally,” as Jemima Burrill put it. “Mothers are almost beyond
the pale.”

Rather than being treated as unfortunate or even catastrophic, motherhood should
be a cause for jubilation. There are – and have been – great artists who were also
mothers, among them Artemisia Gentileschi, Barbara Hepworth and Alice Neel.
Perhaps if we celebrate them as such we might start to dispel that “sticky thought”
that a woman cannot excel as both.

 Hettie Judah’s essay Full, Messy and Beautiful is published as part of the
Freelands Foundation report The Representation of Female Artists in Britain During
2019.
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In our latest podcast episode, British artist WK Lyhne talks about the symbolic significance of
animals in her work, how sex and death is at the root of art, why she gave up a career as an architect
and a new prize she has initiated for the lockdown.



WK Lyhne talking to Bob Chaundy

Accompanying images on consideringart.com
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From Death and Desire: We Are All Animals

Hallowed Be Thy Name



Mammal and Mammal 2



Three 2 and Three 3

All images are ©WK Lyhne

You can read more about The Sequested Prize on www.sequestedprize.com

Music: Ibiza by MBB | https://soundcloud.com/mbbofficial
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Former BBC News journalist now writing and podcasting for Considering Art.  View all posts
by bobchaundy
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W.K.Lyhne
JUNE 17, LONDON, HOME
‘What, if some day or night a demon were to steal after you into your loneliest loneliness and say to you: “This

more and innumerable times more; and there will be nothing new in it, but every pain and every joy and every

your life will have to return to you, all in the same succession and sequence—even this spider and this moonli

…’ (1) Nietzsche is asking us not to take the idea as true but to ask ourselves what we would do if the idea mig

we call the human condition is too painful and the thought that one must relive, all our errors, an infinite num

But he suggests, that suppose we embrace it as something that we desire? That, would be the ultimate expres

and boredom and frustration, again and again. Miles Aldridge talked about this exactly in this very forum, abo

discoveries and pleasures.

I’m interested in the concept of this container called home. The place to which we return to, leaving the trace 

granted, consider it a place to leave behind or ignore, but ultimately, it’s the only something when there is not

glamorous and fast-paced public life, they talk of going ‘home, (“to spend more time with their families”)’. I re

write this I’ve skim re-read Montaigne, never a waste as he is so entertaining, and can’t find the text), but her

home, a village, a city, out into the world, busy and full of our affairs, then at the end of life, our existence con

of the fabric that accompanies our unconscious existence at home, where we are now sequestered, is what is c

which we nightly return and occupy at our most vulnerable. The weight, the pleasure, the pain carried imman

eternal return.

I’m currently working in a back bedroom. I’m working on what I see, fabrics in their wear from touch, painted

paints leaches out in a stain and the paper becomes worn and bobbly, all speaking to the materiality of the sub

Halifax, Nova Scotia, when his boat stopped for refuelling, on his way back to Europe after some years in Ame

Ceremony of Carols. This sequestration allows for such serendipity to flourish.

(1) Nietzsche, F, concept of the Eternal Return in Die fröhliche Wissenschaft (1882) and also in Thus Spoke Z

(2) Bakewell, S, How to Live: A Life of Montaigne in one question and twenty attempts at an answer (2011)

Below video: Confutatis by W.K. Lyhne
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In her new solo exhibition, Three, British artist WK Lyhne (a Danish surname pronounced
Luna) presents three paintings, each of a nude figure captured at a moment of unguarded
intimacy, lying in bed among rumpled sheets and blankets.

https://consideringart.com/
https://consideringart.com/2019/11/04/wk-lyhne-three/


These oil paintings, done from life, mark a significant departure from the artist’s previous
works. These would often comprise provocative images of slaughtered animals dripping
blood or large-scale defiant figures in sexually charged explicit poses. They might not have
appealed to the prudish or those with a weak stomach, but they took a hefty swipe at female
objectification. 

Lyhne’s new approach seems to reflect the essence of the self-portrait of Rembrandt as an old
man, a print of which hangs high on a wall of her London studio casting a watchful eye on
her artistic efforts. It exudes the air of one reconciled to what life has served up.

“The work I painted in the past was much more shouty and much, much, much bigger,”
Lyhne admits. “I had a very difficult set of personal circumstances and got quite cross. I was
cross about lots of things but it’s not defining anymore…I’m much more philosophical.”

WK Lyhne 



Philosophy is but one interest in Lyhne’s broad hinterland. She originally trained as an
architect, she has work at the Royal Academy and teaches at Chelsea College of Art where
she is also studying for a PhD on the image of Agnes Dei, the sacrificial lamb. She has
consistently used animals as allegorical representations of our other, darker selves. Video,
drawing and ceramics are further strings to her bow.

The bedclothes are painted with the same vigour and fine detail as the figures themselves
and give the pictures all the more intimacy. “An environment that is considered at every
point,” says Lyhne, “is to me like the kind of weight that we are all figures in an environment,
we are the figures in a Lowry landscape. They’re small and infinitesimal but, at the same
time, their relationship to the landscape is as powerful as the figures themselves.”

Three (II)

You can see this in the image above which is as much a portrait of the bedclothes as the
woman. Every fold, every crumple, every detail of the shadows and striped pattern of the
blanket creates a symbiotic effect of fleshiness. “The older me would have got some brown



and smeared it and say that’s a shadow. The new me says what actually does a mattress look
like when you touch it when it’s in shadow.”

To further this point, Lyhne has included in the exhibition a series of three smaller canvases
serving as studies of the fabrics that you see in the larger works.

The Rodin-type pose of the figure above enables Lyhne to both preserve anonymity and to
allow more room for shadow within which she maintains the darkened detail. The rendering
of light is a crucial aspect of her style.

Three (I)

It’s particularly noticeable in Three (I) above, the most complex of the three portraits. Here we
have two light sources – a lamp by the bed at the back and daylight at the front. The lamp
light is yellow, the daylight is white. This creates complex shadows involving a movement
from yellow to grey. 



There’s a suggestion of eroticism here too, not confined to the pose. One of the pillow cases
has burst, unable to contain the pillow, and the sheet, part of which is falling out of the
picture, has been rucked up enough to reveal bare mattress on which, incidentally, a coffee
stain is evident. The lines on the thighs emphasise their heft. Lyhne painted and re-painted
the foreground several times in the work which took four months to complete. 

There’s an air of declining physicality in all these works that Lyhne achieves by using thick
lead white paint that she has applied with a gun. The paint ends up like curdled milk on the
figures’ bodies, resembling flesh itself with all its marks and blemishes. There’s a nod here to
the French philosopher Julia Kristeva’s notion of abjection. It’s a theme that has recurred in
Lyhne’s oeuvre. What she has termed the daily humiliation of the ageing process only ends
with death which she calls the ‘ultimate reality’. 

Her choice of using the bed as the location for her portraits, she says, echoes the words of
another French philosopher. “Montaigne wrote that you are born in a bed in a room in a
house in a village in an environment in a community and you go out in the world. There’s
quite a power in the fleshiness in the place we inhabit for a third of your life at both birth and
death.”

Three is showing at Lungley Gallery, 438 Kingsland Road, London E8 4AA from 8 – 24
November 2019

All images are courtesy of the artist and gallery
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Siannon Saunders on Three a solo exhibition by W.K.Lyhne 
 

 
 
In a marked change from Lyhne's distinctive painting style, Three sees three large 
paintings depicting men and women suspended in a moment of ambiguous intimacy. 
These are accompanied by three smaller fleshy fabric studies that hint at the larger 
canvases. Using potent and hefty lead white paint throughout Lyhne explores a 
challenging new style for her painting and its approach to materiality, in doing so 
treating us to her understanding of the animal in three anonymous but distinct human 
portraits. 
 

W.K.Lyhne Three Study (2019) (detail)  
18 cm x 24 cm, oil on cotton. 
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Within Three, what was once intended as a series of intimate sexual moments have 
been transformed into an exploration of the observed figure and its intersection with 
age, interpersonal relationships, sex and death. In the past Lyhne has created 
powerful, large scale paintings of defiant figures, sometimes in moments of apparent 
sexual ecstasy, totally unperturbed by the viewer and defying archaic attitudes that 
still exist in the depictions of the female body and female sexuality. She has studied 
others and cultivated literal intimacy between the painter and her subjects; accepting 
and exploiting conditions around incidental limitations. Three explores declining 
physicality, new affinity, humiliation and in doing so produces a reduced visual novella 
on acceptance and the transformative power of beauty.  
 

 
 
 
 
Each large work explores fabric, be it striped, blanketed, crumpled linen or pillow 
ticking with the same vigour and detailed scrutiny as the figure itself. The fabric of the 
body and the flesh of fabric seem to operate at a level of duality, all colluding in a 
conversation concerning intimacy. This duality continues into the exploration of twin 
obsessions: Nietzsche’s eternal return, allied with his concept of ‘gewicht’ (literally 
weight) and Julia Kristeva’s notion of abjection. Nietzsche through the addition of thick 
and heavy lead paint and abjection manifesting physically in the curdling nature of the 
manipulated material as it dries. 
 
Lyhne’s wide-ranging practice has in the past encapsulated ceramics, video and 
drawing but ultimately she is a painter, in command of her medium in a world where 

W.K.Lyhne Three (III) (2019)  
70 cm x 90 cm, oil on cotton. 
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too often painting is unjustly dismissed and undervalued. Known for creating 
substantial, sensual imagery which subverts ideas around bodies and objectification; 
Lyhne has often used her own image or that of animals as allegory for our other selves, 
skillfully creating monumental and devastating reflections of uncertainties both 
personal and political.  
  
W.K.Lyhne (lives/works in London) has exhibited extensively within in the UK, 
including at Whitworth Art Gallery, Manchester (2018), The Freud Museum, London 
(2017), Tramshed Cock 'n' Bull Gallery, London (2015), Mark Hix off-site (2014) and 
has received press coverage in The Week, The Art Newspaper and The Guardian. 
W.K.Lyhne is currently undertaking a PhD at Chelsea College of Arts, London. 
 
Siannon Saunders (1991, UK) lives and works in London, (UK). She has an MA in 
Fine Art from Chelsea College of Arts. She has recently taught on SSA Art History, 
Criticism & Communication at Central Saint Martins. 
 
 

For further information please contact the gallery at mark@lungleygallery.com 
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Jonathan Jones on art
The thrill of the nude
The sensual work of WK Lyhne, inspired by Rembrandt, proves the
nude is still a genre that marries art and life

Jonathan Jones
Mon 24 Nov 2008 17.23 GMT

Nudity again today - and back to the National Gallery in London - as we look at one
of its Rembrandts in the company of a young painter, WK Lyhne. In a series of oil
paintings called The Stream she pictures her own responses to Rembrandt's Woman
Stepping in the Stream, responses that include smearing herself with oil and
portraying her naked legs dripping with this dark gooey stuff. In Rembrandt's
painting, a woman raises her skirts as she steps into water. In Lyhne's paintings, the
artist literally steps into oil, figuring her relationship with Rembrandt's painting as
an immersion in its medium. In the pictures, this viscous coating on her skin is
reflective, ridiculous, and sensual. 
As Lyhne has recognised, Rembrandt is erotic. There are two very sexy paintings by
him in the National Gallery - not only the tender bathing scene she has meditated on
but also another great portrait of his lover Hendrikje Stoffels, in nothing but
jewellery and a fur wrap, looking back at you out of dark eyes from a pale soft face.
Rembrandt is an artist who contradicts the idea of the "nude" as a classically perfect
form - an outline - and, like Titian, paints flesh as texture, tries to evoke touch and
intimacy. In his paintings in the National Gallery he touches womens' skin against

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/jonathanjonesblog
https://www.theguardian.com/profile/jonathanjones
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/jonathanjonesblog/2008/nov/21/nude-naked-art-diana-actaeon
http://www.saatchi-gallery.co.uk/yourgallery/artist_profile/W.%20K.%20+Lyhne/100208.html
http://www.wetcanvas.com/Community/images/04-Nov-2006/39499-bathing-riversmall.JPG
http://images.bridgeman.co.uk/cgi-bin/bridgemanImage.cgi/150.XIR.9580720.7055475/267680.JPG
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/titian


As 2022 begins, there’s a new year resolution we’d like you to consider. Tens of
millions have placed their trust in the Guardian’s fearless journalism since we
started publishing 200 years ago, turning to us in moments of crisis, uncertainty,
solidarity and hope. We’d like to invite you to join more than 1.5 million
supporters, from 180 countries, who now power us financially – keeping us open
to all, and fiercely independent.

Unlike many others, the Guardian has no shareholders and no billionaire owner.
Just the determination and passion to deliver high-impact global reporting, always
free from commercial or political influence. Reporting like this is vital for
democracy, for fairness and to demand better from the powerful.

And we provide all this for free, for everyone to read. We do this because we
believe in information equality. Greater numbers of people can keep track of the
global events shaping our world, understand their impact on people and
communities, and become inspired to take meaningful action. Millions can benefit
from open access to quality, truthful news, regardless of their ability to pay for it.

suggestive substances - water and fur - to heighten the sense of warm physicality.
His portrait of Stoffels is a direct response to Rubens's portrait of Helena Fourment
in a fur wrap; both men want to stress they are painting their own companion, their
lover, in an intimate moment rather than simply an imagined goddess.

Throughout art history, there is this tension in the nude between intimacy and
objectification, between the tenderness of Rembrandt's lover looking back at you
and the deliberately distanced, coldly erotic regard of Degas in his superb pastel in
the National Gallery of a woman's back. Velazquez - once again, in a painting you
can see in the National Gallery - melts the two extremes in his marvellous Rokeby
Venus: the perfect goddess shows her back to us but in the mirror her face is
vulnerable. 
Lyhne studies her own body in these ambivalent ways - as flesh smeared in oil, as a
person stepping into the stuff of art - in her paintings that return again and again to
Rembrandt's Woman Stepping into a Stream. Art like this proves not just that young
painters still turn to tradition but that the nude is still a genre that marries art and
life. There was a frisson when an artist painted a woman naked 400 years ago and
there still is, today. Lyhne's paintings can be traced back - through Rembrandt and
Rubens - to one of the most sensual painterly scenes of nude bathers ever created,
Titian's Diana and Actaeon, still on view at the National Gallery as the campaign to
save it for the nation approaches its December deadline. Go to the National Gallery,
feast on nudes and leave a donation, however small, in the Titian collecting box
because every donation is evidence to the government of popular support for saving
a masterpiece for our time.

http://www.fineartprintsondemand.com/artists/rubens/helena_fourment_in_a_fur_wrap-400.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/0/06/Edgar_Germain_Hilaire_Degas_029.jpg/175px-Edgar_Germain_Hilaire_Degas_029.jpg
http://www.penwith.co.uk/artofeurope/velasquez_rokeby_venus.jpg
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/jonathanjonesblog/2008/oct/31/titian-diana-actaeon
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By Mark Westall • 2 October 2014 
Share —         
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Humans do not have immortal souls.
Desire and Death is what we are. Sex is

revenge on death. And, desire a
confrontation of mortality.

https://fadmagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/By3nC-pIcAEv-Di.jpg-large.jpeg
http://www.wklyhne.com/
http://cocknbullgallery.co.uk/


“Luscious, seeping, dripping paint. W K
Lyhne’s work fearlessly confronts the
Masters. Rembrandt, yes of course, but

also Soutine, Bacon, Saville, Sherman too.
And we, her audience, have nowhere to
hide. She confronts us too. I am looking

forward to the show.”

https://fadmagazine.com/category/exhibitions/
https://fadmagazine.com/tag/w-k-lyhne/


Eden Point, CheadleEden Point, Cheadle
Prime office spacePrime office space

https://fadmagazine.com/author/mark/


LUNGLEY 
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Louisa Buck 
Dish of the day - Tramshed 
Frieze Special October 2014 
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